**I Ate Zombies**  
Card Game Instructions

**Contents:**  
54 Cards  
Ages 8 and Up  
Instructions  
2 or more players

**Object:**  
Be the first player to get rid of all his/her cards.

**Setup:**  
- Deal out all cards "I Ate" side up.  
- Players arrange their cards "I Ate" side out in front of them.

**Playing the Game:**  
- The player to the left of the dealer goes first.  
- He/she reads one of his/her "I Ate" cards.  
  **Example:** "I ate a Werewolf!"  
- After reading the "I Ate" statement, he/she flips that card over and reads the "Who Ate" side of the card.  
  **Example:** "I ate a Werewolf. Who ate a Zombie?"  
- He/she then places that card with the "Who Ate" side up down in front of the other players to start the darkness pile (card pile).

- Players race to respond to the "Who Ate" question if they have that specific card. To respond to a "Who Ate" question, a player says, "I Ate a....Who Ate a....?" and places his/her card "Who Ate" side up in the darkness pile.

- The first player to place his/her card on the pile is allowed to go next.

- Play continues as stated above until a player gets rid of all of his/her cards in the darkness pile.

**Winning the Game:**  
- The first player to get rid of all of his/her cards wins.